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➢ Nondescript budget 

➢ China blip? 

➢ US nonfarm payrolls strong 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

We had the Federal Budget you have just before an 

election. There were giveaways and some nice 

sounding words – and there was no clear long-term 

objective that anyone could disagree with. Labor 

bounced back with $2.5bn of ‘fairness’ without 

saying much else or how it would be funded. 

Electors have probably already decided so it isn’t 

looking good for another term of the Coalition. Not 

to worry! Labor won’t try any swifties if they get in. 

They’ve been out in the cold for too long. And 

Albo’s new stylist has been doing a great job.  

The Treasurer’s forecasts were a bit unusual. He 

forecast big falls in commodity prices which may, of 

course, come to pass. If they don’t, we get a 

windfall gain in export revenue to forecast GDP.  

His growth forecasts were 4.25% for the current 

financial year, 3.5% for the next and the three 2.5% 

pa for the next years. He expects unemployment to 

fall to 3.75%. Nothing adventurous there. 

Yield curves here and in the US are getting twitchy 

with some calling recession on the basis of an 

inverted yield curve. Regular readers will know we 

don’t have too much faith in that argument. Our 

Treasurer certainly doesn’t. 

China’s partial data were very strong this month but 

the latest PMI for manufacturing was under the ‘50 

mark’ from 50.2 in February. At 49.5, that means 

growth is expected to slow a fraction – presumably 

because of the Shanghai lockdown – and then 

presumably bounce back. 

We read a statistic that said this PMI averaged just 

over 50 for the last couple of decades or so. As we 

know, China’s GDP averaged well above 0%. The 

media often confuses growth rates declining with 

‘contracting’ economies. No one expects negative 

GDP for China! 

Inflation is still swirling around. The Fed’s preferred 

core PCE estimate came in at a 40-year high of 

5.4%. While this measure strips out energy and 

food prices, it doesn’t strip out the flow-on effect to 

other goods and services.  

A CNBC report stated that a California seafood 

restaurant was suffering from inflated prices of 

goods and labour. Halibut had nearly doubled in 

price over the year while canola oil had more than 

doubled. US food prices on average are up 7.9% 

over the year. ‘Menu engineers’ (that’s a new one 

on us) are reportedly trying to get around frequent 

reprinting of menus! 

The only way the Fed can get this type of inflation 

down to 2% is to run the economy into the ground – 

and Powell is not that stupid. In fact, we think they 

are on top of the issues. They’ll placate the market 

with a few hikes that will do nothing for Putin, supply 

chains, or food and energy prices. 

Biden has, however, ordered the release of one 

million barrels of oil per day from reserves for six 

months. OPEC doesn’t seem to be coming to the 

party. Biden had an immediate depressing impact 

on oil prices. 
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Nonfarm payrolls came in last night at 431k. While a 

very big number, it was less than the expected 

490k. The previous month’s new jobs figure was 

revised upwards from 678k to 750k. The 

unemployment rate was down to 3.6%. Hospitality 

and Leisure sectors were the biggest recipients 

from the nonfarm payrolls surge. 

India and Australia reduced the tariffs on more than 

85% of their bilateral trade. 

After struggling a little bit of late, our ASX 200 

forecasts are getting back to where they were at the 

beginning of the year. See the Chart below. 

Chart: Forecasts of ASX 200 
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The black lines denote Jan 1, 2022 forecasts. The 

green lines are based on April 1st data. The two 

dashed lines are the forecast highs and lows for the 

rest of the year without specifying when they might 

occur. The dot-dash line is the low under a high 

volatility assumption which we use as a possible 

sell signal. Otherwise, the chart is a buy-low sell-

high indicator. At this point the original 7,950 

forecast close for 2022 has been marked down by 

100 points. 

US reporting season for Q1 gets under way soon so 

we will be following the new expected earnings 

forecasts with great interest. In the meantime we 

are expecting a continuation of the bounce back 

that started in March. 

 

 

 

 

 


